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Teaching is the process of conveying knowledge and skills to learners. It involves preventing misunder-
standings or correcting misconceptions that learners have acquired. Thus, effective teaching relies on solid
knowledge of the discipline, but also a good grasp of where learners are likely to trip up or misunderstand.
In programming, there is much opportunity for misunderstanding, and the penalties are harsh: failing to
produce the correct syntax for a program, for example, can completely prevent any progress in learning how
to program. Because programming is inherently computer-based, we have an opportunity to automatically
observe programming behaviour – more closely even than an educator in the room at the time. By observ-
ing students’ programming behaviour, and surveying educators, we can ask: do educators have an accurate
understanding of the mistakes that students are likely to make? In this study, we combined two years of
the Blackbox dataset (with more than 900 thousand users and almost 100 million compilation events) with
a survey of 76 educators to investigate which mistakes students make while learning to program Java, and
whether the educators could make an accurate estimate of which mistakes were most common. We find
that educators’ estimates do not agree with one another or the student data, and discuss the implications
of these results.
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ence Education
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Educators typically form opinions on which mistakes students are likely to make and
use this to inform their teaching. Textbooks often feature such opinions: “Failing to
use equals() to compare two strings is probably the most common single mistake made
by Java novices” [van der Linden 2004], “The most common mistake made with an
if-statement is the use of a single equal sign to compare equality” [Hoisington 2012],
“A common mistake in for-loops is to accidentally put a semicolon at the end of the
line that includes the for statement” [Cadenhead 2012]. If these opinions are used to
inform teaching design and practice, it matters whether they are correct.
Accurate knowledge of likely student mistakes allows teaching approaches to be
modified to guard against misconceptions or slips. There is some evidence in physics
education [Sadler et al. 2013] that knowledge of common student misunderstandings
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is related to teaching effectiveness. It is important for instructional design to be able
to predict where students will likely err, and which topics need more explanation or
practice. We believe that most educators will use their own intuition, knowledge and
experience to predict which mistakes are most frequent or most important, but to our
knowledge neither the accuracy of educators’ opinions, nor the true statistics in the
large have been assessed.
There has been much previous work to examine the mistakes made by students
within a single institution. A distinctive feature of the work reported in this paper
is the scale of the student mistake data. The Blackbox data collection project [Brown
et al. 2014] has now been running for over two years, during which time it has cap-
tured data from almost 100 million compilations across over 10 million programming
sessions from users learning Java in the beginners’ programming environment BlueJ.
This dataset thus provides a new opportunity to examine novice programmers in a
wide-scale, multi-institution, global dataset.
In this paper, we provide a detailed examination of mistakes that BlueJ users make,
and we compare the frequency and time-to-fix for these mistakes to educators’ esti-
mates of same. Our primary research questions (RQs) are as follows:
RQ1: What are the frequencies and times-to-fix of a specific set of eighteen Java
mistakes by students in a large-scale multi-institution dataset?
RQ2: How do the patterns of these mistakes change over time for each user?
RQ3: Do educators’ views form a consensus about the frequency and time-to-fix
of a specific set of eighteen Java mistakes by students?
RQ4: Do educators’ views of mistake frequency and time-to-fix match the ob-
served frequencies and time-to-fix by students in a large-scale multi-
institution dataset?
RQ5: Are more experienced educators’ views more likely to match the students’
data than those of novice educators?
The paper is organised as follows. We begin by reviewing related work in section 2.
We introduce the set of programming mistakes that underpin our work in section 3
before providing an overview of the Blackbox dataset in section 4. In section 5, we pro-
vide analyses of the frequencies and time-to-fix for these mistakes, analysing patterns
by time. The second part of our work begins in section 6 where we examine the results
of a survey of educators as to their estimates of the frequency and time-to-fix of our
mistakes, and finally, we finish our work with a comparison of these estimates and the
Blackbox data in section 7. Discussion and conclusions are provided in sections 8 and
9 respectively.
1.1. Contribution and Relation To Authors’ Previous Work
This paper features aspects of two previous conference papers. In our first conference
paper [Brown and Altadmri 2014], we examined educators’ estimates of frequency only
and compared them to the frequency in a four-month slice of the Blackbox data. In our
second conference paper [Altadmri and Brown 2015], we provided an examination of
error frequencies and time-to-fix for different errors over one year. In this capstone
journal paper, we recap parts of this analysis:
— We detail eighteen mistakes we will use for our analysis, and provide statistics on
mistake frequencies and time-to-fix for each mistake in the Blackbox dataset.
— We provide data from a survey of computing educators, with predictions for the
frequency of each of the mistakes, and then compare these estimates to the Blackbox
dataset.
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For the analysis in this paper we use a larger dataset – two years of the Blackbox
dataset – but the analysis is also expanded and improved in the following ways:
— We provide an analysis of educators’ estimates for mistake time-to-fix, as well as
for mistake frequency, including a new cross-comparison: do educators’ estimates of
frequency align with time-to-fix (i.e. do educators only see the errors the students
have most trouble with)?
— We describe a new approach to ranking mistake importance, looking not just at
frequency or time-to-fix exclusively, but combining the two into a total seconds ap-
proach.
— We change how we analyse temporal data. Our earlier attempt looked at mistake
frequencies and time-to-fix against calendar time, on the basis that student learn-
ing would generally follow the academic calendar. However, this was vulnerable to
several confounds, notably that the academic calendar varies globally. In this paper,
we use a more parsimonious approach, looking at “user lifetime”: the time since the
user first appeared in the data. Through this new lens, we re-analyse trends in mis-
take frequency and time-to-fix over user lifetime, and thus investigate the learning
that is taking place among the users.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Observing Student Errors
The concept of monitoring student behaviour and mistakes while programming has
a long history in computing education research. The Empirical Studies of Program-
ming [Soloway and Iyengar 1986] workshops in the 1980s had several papers making
use of this technique for Pascal and other languages. More recently, there have been
many such studies specifically focused on Java, which is also the topic of this study.
Many of these studies used compiler error messages to classify mistakes. Jadud
[2006] looked in detail at student mistakes in Java and how students went about
solving them. Tabanao et al. [2011] investigated the association between errors and
student course performance. Denny et al. [2012] looked at how long students take to
solve different errors, Dy and Rodrigo [2010] looked at improving the error messages
given to students, and Ahmadzadeh et al. [2005] looked at student error frequencies
and debugging behaviour. Jackson et al. [2005] identified the most frequent errors
among their novice programming students. All six of these studies used compiler error
messages to classify errors. However, work by McCall and Ko¨lling [2014] suggests that
compiler error messages have an imperfect (many-to-many) mapping to student mis-
conceptions. Additionally, all six studies looked at cohorts of (up to 600) students from
a single institution.
The Blackbox dataset is novel in that it incorporates student mistakes from a much
larger number of students (more than 900,000 over two years) from a large number
of institutions1, thus providing more robust data about error frequencies. An ear-
lier paper about Blackbox gave a brief list of the most frequent compiler error mes-
sages [Brown et al. 2014], but in this work, we do not simply use compiler error mes-
sages to classify errors. Instead, we adapt error classifications from Hristova et al.
[2003], which are based on surveying educators to ask for the most common Java mis-
takes they saw among their students.
There has been other recent work on large-scale programming education datasets,
although none looking in detail at mistake types in Java. Ahadi et al. [2016] looked at
specific mistakes but in SQL. Jadud and Dorn [2015] looked at applying the general
1We have no way of measuring the number of institutions in the Blackbox data, but simply: the 900,000
students must be split over at least a thousand institutions.
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error quotient measure to the Blackbox dataset, but did not investigate specific types of
mistakes. Petersen et al. [2015] also investigated the error quotient measure on other
large-scale datasets, and Ahadi et al. [2015] compared the measure against course
performance. There have also been other studies on aspects of student behaviour (but
not specific programming mistakes) [Spacco et al. 2013, 2015; Vihavainen et al. 2014].
An extensive review of such datasets was provided by a recent ITiCSE working group
report [Ihantola et al. 2015].
2.2. Educators’ Opinions on Student Mistakes
Work by Spohrer and Soloway [1986] proposed to examine the accuracy of educator
folk wisdom. However, they did not survey educators, and instead took two anecdo-
tal pieces of folk wisdom about learning to program and then compared them to actual
data from students (in Pascal). Ben-David Kolikant [2011] interviewed some educators
about students’ approaches to programming, but at a higher level, without reference
to a specific language. Hristova et al. [2003] surveyed a combination of local teaching
assistants and students, as well as educators from 58 universities, asking about com-
mon Java mistakes. This data was combined to form a list of 20 Java mistakes that
were detectable at compile-time. We base our classification of mistakes on this work,
but Hristova et al. did not test these predictions themselves against actual student
data. As far as we are aware, our body of work is the first to survey educators about
Java programming mistakes and compare their opinions to actual data.
3. PROGRAMMING MISTAKES
We use the 18 mistakes from our previous work [Brown and Altadmri 2014] as a basis
for our analysis, which were derived from Hristova et al’s [2003] twenty student mis-
takes (in turn derived from interviewing educators). The eighteen mistakes, labeled
A through R, are informally categorized into syntax, semantics, and type errors and
given shorthand for easier referencing as follows:
Misunderstanding (or forgetting) syntax:
A eqSyn Confusing the assignment operator (=) with the comparison opera-tor (==).
For example: if (a = b) ...
C brktSyn Unbalanced parentheses, curly or square brackets and quotationmarks, or using these different symbols interchangeably.
For example: while (a == 0]
D andOrSyn Confusing “short-circuit” evaluators (&& and ||) with conventionallogical operators (& and |).
For example: if ((a == 0) & (b == 0)) ...
E smiConSyn Incorrect semi-colon immediately after an if-condition or after thefor- or while-condition, which unintentionally forms the if/loop body.
For example:
if (a == b);
return 6;
F forSepSyn Wrong separators in for-loops (using commas instead of semi-colons)
For example: for (int i = 0, i < 6, i++) ...
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G curIfSyn Inserting the condition of an if-statement within curly brackets in-stead of parentheses.
For example: if {a == b} ...
H keySyn Using keywords as methods’ or variables’ names.For example: int new;
J parCalSyn Forgetting parentheses after a method call.For example: myObject.toString;





L cmpSyn Getting greater than or equal/less than or equal wrong, i.e. using =>or =< instead of >= and <=.
For example: if (a =< b) ...
P typCalSyn Including the types of parameters when invoking a method.For example: myObject.foo(int x, String s);
Type errors:
I calTyp Invoking methods with wrong arguments (e.g. wrong types).For example: list.get("abc")
Q rtnTyp Incompatible types between method return and type of variablethat the value is assigned to.
For example: int x = myObject.toString();
Other semantic errors:
B strEqSem Use of == instead of .equals to compare strings.For example: if (a == "start") ...
M statSem Trying to invoke a non-static method as if it was static.For example: MyClass.toString();
N discSem A method that has a non-void return type is called and its returnvalue ignored/discarded.
For example: myObject.toString();
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O noRtnSem Control flow can reach an end of a non-void method without return-ing.
For example:
public int foo(int x)
{




R impSem A class claims to implement an interface but does not implement allthe required methods.
For example: class Y implements ActionListener { }
Note that mistake N-discSem (ignoring the non-void result of a method) is not al-
ways an error (e.g. when you call a remove method that returns the item removed, you
may not need to do anything with the return value).
We refer in this paper to mistakes, and do not seek to distinguish between mis-
conceptions (longstanding confusion) and slips (occasional mistakes). This is because
trying to provide an operational distinction between the two is difficult. How many
times must one user make a mistake before it is considered a misconception rather
than a slip? We would probably require an estimation of the number of opportunities
to make a mistake, in order to normalise per-user – a task much more difficult than
spotting the mistakes themselves. For the sake of parsimony we therefore only look at
the counts of mistakes, without trying to further subcategorise.
4. BLACKBOX DATASET
BlueJ [Ko¨lling et al. 2003], released in 2003, is an Integrated Development En-
vironment (IDE) designed to help beginners learn to program in Java. It is used
worldwide, typically by students in their first year of university study. The Blackbox
project [Brown et al. 2014] was begun in 2013 to allow BlueJ users to opt-in to a large-
scale data collection project. Each BlueJ user is asked on the first load if they are will-
ing to opt-in to data collection. Source code and compilation errors, among other data,
is collected from opted-in users on the central Blackbox server. (Interested researchers
can sign up and get access to the data.)
For the analysis in this paper, we used data from Blackbox for the two-year period
from 1st September 2013 to 31st August 2015, inclusive. We looked for the presence
of the mistakes listed in the previous section and calculated frequency and time-to-
fix. Frequency is simply a count of the number of mistakes in the data set, ignoring
the number of users who committed each mistake; because a Blackbox user does not
necessarily correspond one-to-one with an actual person (e.g. if multiple people share
one account), we generally shy away from using number of users or per-user statistics.
We had two methods of detecting the mistakes. For four of the student mistakes,
I-calTyp, M-statSem, O-noRtnSem, R-impSem, we were able to use the Java compiler
error message directly from Blackbox’s compilations to detect the mistake. However,
this was not possible for the other errors, as some do not consistently map to the same
compiler error, and some are logical errors that do not cause a compiler error. Thus, for
one of the other mistakes (C-brktSyn) we performed a post-lexing analysis (matching
brackets), and for the final thirteen we used a customized permissive parser to parse
the source code and look for the errors.
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Table I. Frequency and median time-to-fix for the eighteen mistakes in
the chosen two year subset of the Blackbox dataset, sorted by descend-
ing order of frequency.
Mistake Category Frequency Median Time-To-Fix
C-brktSyn Syntax 1861627 17
I-calTyp Type 1034788 59
O-noRtnSem Semantic 817140 38
A-eqSyn Syntax 405748 113
N-discSem Semantic 274963 1000
B-strEqSem Semantic 274387 1000
M-statSem Semantic 202017 48
R-impSem Semantic 186643 107
P-typCalSyn Syntax 117295 23
E-smiConSyn Syntax 108717 387
K-smiHdSyn Syntax 86606 50
D-andOrSyn Syntax 61965 1000
J-parCalSyn Syntax 43165 34
Q-rtnTyp Type 32435 71
L-cmpSyn Syntax 9381 13
F-forSepSyn Syntax 6424 36
H-keySyn Syntax 2568 22
G-curIfSyn Syntax 284 24
Given the scale of the data we are working with, an automatic detector is neces-
sary: manual detection of errors simply could not scale up to this size of data set. One
possible problem with automatic detection is that our detectors may encounter false
positives or false negatives. One known case when this can occur is if the code becomes
unparseable; if our detectors cannot parse the code, it is impossible to know whether
the error has been fixed or not, but parsing syntactically incorrect code is a larger topic
beyond the scope of this work. Our own testing on a small subset of data suggested the
detectors were accurate, but to allow for further corroboration, re-analysis or re-use,
we have published the source code of all the tools we created2.
We took each source file in the dataset and tracked the file over time. At each compi-
lation, we checked the source file for the eighteen mistakes. If the mistake was present,
we then looked forward in time to find the next compilation where the mistake was no
longer present (or until we had no further data for that source file). When the mistake
was no longer found – which could have been because the mistake was corrected or
because the offending code was removed or commented out – we counted this as one
instance of the mistake. Further occurrences in the same source file were treated as
distinct instances, and the number of instances was recorded as frequency. We calcu-
lated the time in seconds between the first appearance of the mistake and the possible
fix, with a ceiling of 1000 seconds (just over 15 minutes), for any mistake which takes
longer than 1000 seconds to fix, or is never fixed. This was recorded as time-to-fix.
Since our measure of time-to-fix looks forward to the next compile event, it is possible
that if some users do not compile again immediately after fixing a mistake, this could
inflate the time-to-fix. Because our detectors rely on compiler error messages and being
able to parse the code, detecting whether the mistake was fixed between compilation is
less reliable. So this is a potential weakness of our approach to measuring time-to-fix.
5. BLACKBOX ANALYSIS
Table I shows the frequency and median time-to-fix for each mistake in the dataset.
The median is selected for time-to-fix to reign in the effect of the outlier students who
are hitting the cap time of 1000 seconds. Mistake C-brktSyn [mismatched brackets]
2See: http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/∼nccb/blackbox/
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Fig. 1. The graph on the left shows mistake frequency plotted against mean time-to-fix in seconds (after
capping at max. 1000 seconds). The total time-to-fix for each mistake is frequency multiplied by mean time-
to-fix, and thus is the area of the rectangle formed between the point and the origin. These numbers for total
time-to-fix (TTF) are given in the table on the right (measured in seconds). It can be seen that the ordering
by frequency (on the X-axis in the graph) is not the same as the ordering in the table of total time-to-fix.
is the most frequent mistake, followed by mistake I-calTyp [wrong method argument
types] and mistake O-noRtnSem [missing return statement]. Note that not all the
mistakes cause a compiler error (e.g. B-strEqSem [using == to compare strings]) and
such mistakes tend to have inflated time-to-fix.
Frequency is useful as a coarse-grain indicator, but it is not the full story. Mistake
C-brktSyn, the most frequent mistake, occurs 1.8 million times, but its median time-
to-fix is 17 seconds: students do not get stuck for long. Mistake I-calTyp occurs only
1.0 million times, but its median time-to-fix is 59 seconds: three times as long. Which
mistake should be considered more of a problem for students?
We propose that the severity of a mistake is not measured solely by frequency nor
time-to-fix, but by their combination. Namely: the total time spent by all students in
the dataset tackling the mistake. Mistake severity is literally measured by the time
spent fixing it. To measure this, we sum the time spent fixing each mistake across the
whole dataset, with each individual fix time capped at a maximum of 1000 seconds.
Figure 1 shows this calculation. The graph on the left plots the frequency of a mis-
take against its time-to-fix, where the rectangular area formed by each mistake from
(0,0) to (Frequency, Mean-TTF) equals the total of the TTF for all incidents of this
mistake: since the mean is total divided by frequency, the mean multiplied by the fre-
quency produces the total. The ordering by total time-to-fix is shown in the table on
the right-hand side of the figure. The ordering by frequency is not always the same as
by total time-to-fix. For example, mistake O-noRtnSem [missing return statement] is
the third most frequent mistake but is only sixth when ranked by total time-to-fix.
5.1. Learning
The analyses provided so far are interesting for comparing mistakes across the dataset
as a whole. But there is one important feature of the dataset: we would hope that each
student is on a learning trajectory which will improve their ability to avoid making
mistakes, and to speed up fixing each mistake. We will consider each issue in turn.
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Fig. 2. The proportion of mistakes of selected types, over the user lifetime (weeks since the user first ap-
peared in the dataset). The thickness of the lines indicate how many users were used to form the data for
that segment of the line (regardless of whether or not the user actually made that mistake); the lines get
thinner as there is less data.
We begin with investigating learning to avoid mistakes. This is a complicated anal-
ysis which cannot look solely at frequency, due to many complicating factors. If stu-
dents do more programming at particular points in their learning (e.g. for course as-
signments) their frequencies will increase. As students become more proficient at pro-
gramming, they may actually make more mistakes as measured by raw counts: they
spend less time stuck on each mistake and so they reach the next mistake faster. Nor-
malising by time on task thus seems problematic. Instead, we choose to normalise by
looking at the proportion of each mistake: occurrences of individual mistake types, di-
vided by the total number of mistake occurrences for each user. This shows whether
the make-up of each student’s mistakes changes: for example, do students make less
syntax but more semantic mistakes over time?
The graph in Figure 2 compares the proportion of the four most frequent mistakes
(C-brktSyn, I-calTyp, O-noRtnSem, A-eqSyn) and the remaining mistakes, over user
lifetime. The X-axis is time, measured in calendar weeks since the student first ap-
peared in the dataset. The Y-axis is the proportion of mistakes, normalised to an in-
dividual student’s total mistakes in that week. The thickness of the line indicates the
number of students we have data for in a given lifetime-week; for longer timespans,
we have fewer students who remained active that long, and thus the line thins and the
data becomes noisier.
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Fig. 3. The median time-to-fix (seconds) for mistakes of selected types, over the user lifetime (weeks since
the user first appeared in the dataset). The thickness of the lines indicate how many users were used to form
the data for that segment of the line (regardless of whether or not the user actually made that mistake); the
lines get thinner as there is less data.
It can be seen from this graph that students learn to avoid mistake C-brktSyn [mis-
matched brackets] over their first ten weeks of programming, although it is far from
eliminated. (We will shortly look at whether students get faster at fixing these mis-
takes.) Students make mistake I-calTyp [wrong method argument types] increasingly
often, but this highlights another difficulty in interpreting this data: it is not neces-
sarily the case that students get worse at avoiding mistake I-calTyp. As the students’
courses progress to more difficult subject matter, they will probably write more and
more method calls with more complex types and thus are in situations where mis-
take I-calTyp becomes more likely. We can remain confident that students do avoid the
syntactic mistake C-brktSyn more, however, as students never progress to a situation
where syntax becomes irrelevant. Note however, that since the graph is of proportions,
an increase or decrease in one error will lead to a corresponding decrease or increase
in others.
We can also investigate whether students learn to solve mistakes more quickly. The
graph in Figure 3 shows the median time-to-fix over user lifetime. It is apparent that
mistake A-eqSyn has very noisy data; it is lower frequency (one-quarter of that of C-
brktSyn, the most frequent mistake) but this is unlikely to be a complete explanation.
We do not know why A-eqSyn would be so much noisier than the other mistakes. For
several of the other mistakes, it is difficult to make out a trend on this graph, and
additionally, the median throws away information about skew in the distribution.
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Fig. 4. The time-to-fix (seconds) for mistakes of selected types, over the users’ lifetime (weeks since the user
first appeared in the dataset). Illustrated mistakes are A-eqSyn, C-brktSyn, I-calTyp and O-noRtnSem. The
shaded data portrays the interquartile range: the bottom of the shared area is the lower quartile, the line is
the median, and the top of the shaded range is the upper quartile. The thickness of the lines indicate how
many users were used to form the data for that line segment; lines get thinner as there is less data. Recall
that each time-to-fix data point is capped at 1000 seconds, which is thus the limit for the upper quartile.
Note that the Y-axes are scaled differently on each graph, so only trends and shapes can be compared.
For this reason, we provide split graphs in Figure 4 showing the lower-, median, and
upper-quartiles of time-to-fix for each of the four mistakes. Note that the Y-axes differ
between each graph, so their heights are not comparable, only the trends and shapes
of each. It can be seen that only mistake C-brktSyn shows any downward trend. The
students do not seem to become any better at solving mistakes I-calTyp or O-noRtnSem
as time progresses. This may be because they do not learn to cope any better, or it may
be that the mistakes they are encountering are more complex as their programs and
tasks grow in size and complexity.
6. EDUCATOR SURVEY
The previous sections detailed the data about student mistakes which we found in
the Blackbox data. The other part of our work asked educators for their opinions about
these mistakes. We prepared a questionnaire that listed our eighteen student mistakes
and asked respondents to rate each mistake on a scale of infrequent to frequent, by
making a mark along a visual analogue scale (a straight line with endpoints, like so:
), and similarly from quick-to-fix to slow-to-fix. These scales were measured to
the nearest 1100 of their length and recorded as a number from 0 to 100.
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This paper questionnaire was given out to attendees of the ICER 2013 conference.
An equivalent online electronic version of the questionnaire was also later developed,
and advertised via the SIGCSE mailing list, the UK Computing At School forum and
Twitter (those who completed at ICER 2013 were instructed not to complete the online
version). The research was approved by the University of Kent ethics process.
29 participants returned a paper questionnaire and 191 started filling out the on-
line questionnaire (although many did not complete). Only 76 participants filled in all
scales for all questions (20 paper, 56 online), and this formed the sample set for all
analyses. Participants were also asked about their educational experience in different
sectors. 56 had experience only in the tertiary sector (age 18+), 3 only in secondary
(ages 11–18), 14 in secondary and tertiary, and the remaining 3 at all ages (4–18+).
6.1. Inter-Educator Agreement
To measure agreement among educators, we used Kendall’s coefficient of concordance
(aka Kendall’s W ) [Kendall 1990]. This statistic can be used to assess the agreement
among ranks assigned by a group of raters to a set of items, by looking at the vari-
ance among the ranks of the different mistakes. We performed two such tests: one for
agreement between educators when ranking the frequency of mistakes, and one for
agreement between educators when ranking the time-to-fix of mistakes.
Our analysis for mistake frequency produced the result W = 0.408. For aid in in-
terpretation, we use a conversion to Spearman’s ρ correlation for ranked data [Howell
2002, p313], which gives ρ = 0.400. Informally, this means that the educators are closer
to chance agreement than they are to complete agreement. The educators we sur-
veyed form a weak consensus about which errors are most frequently made
by students. Our parallel analysis for time-to-fix of mistakes produced the result
W = 0.243, which converts to ρ = 0.233. Thus, the educators form an even weaker
consensus about which errors will be most quickly fixed by students.
7. EDUCATORS AND BLACKBOX
Using both the Blackbox data and the educators’ opinions about the mistakes, we per-
formed several analyses to compare the Blackbox data against the educator data.
7.1. Educator and Student Agreement
To measure agreement between educators’ ratings and the Blackbox data, we used the
average Spearman’s ρ (rho) for pairwise comparisons between each educator and the
Blackbox data (thus: one correlation per rater). Spearman’s ρ is a correlation between
the ranks of the two different variables, and thus looks only at the ordering of mistake
frequency, not the exact frequencies nor the educator’s 0–100 ratings. We term these
pairwise correlations between educators and the Blackbox data: educator accord. This
use of the average was originally recommended by Lyerly [1952], then explained and
generalised by Taylor and Fong [Taylor and Fong 1963; Taylor 1964] to add a signif-
icance test. In our analysis, Taylor’s ρ¯t,c is the average of the pairwise correlations
between the Blackbox data and each educator, corrected for continuity.
7.1.1. Educator Frequency Ranking vs Blackbox Frequency Ranking. The average ρ for cor-
relations between each educator and the Blackbox data for mistake frequency was
0.501 (3 s.f.). Corrected for continuity [Taylor 1964], this gives a ρ¯t,c = 0.501, so z =
18.0 (3 s.f.) and thus p < 0.001. Since the standard deviation of ρ¯t,c is 0.028 (3 s.f.) [Tay-
lor and Fong 1963] and normality is assumed, the 95% confidence interval is [0.447,
0.556] (3 s.f.). Therefore, there was a statistically significant overall agreement, termed
frequency accord, between educators and the Blackbox data for mistake frequency at
the 5% level, with an average correlation of 0.501.
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Fig. 5. Examples of different accord scores. Perfect agreement is shown by the solid diagonal line, and
accord is proportional to the square of the vertical distance of each point from the line. The filled triangles
are the ranks assigned by the educator with the highest accord (0.870). The empty squares are the ranks
assigned by one of the educators surrounding the median accord (0.520). The crosses are the ranks assigned
by the educator with the lowest accord (-0.111).
The distribution of frequency accord scores is shown later at the top of Figure 6. An
example of accord is shown in Figure 5, demonstrating that while the educator with
the highest accord (the filled triangles) was reasonably close to the correct answer, the
median educator (the empty squares) had only a moderate level of agreement, ranking
the most frequent Blackbox mistake as joint thirteenth, and getting most other errors
wrong by around three ranks. The level of agreement between educators and the
student data for mistake frequency was thus moderate.
7.1.2. Educator Time-To-Fix Ranking vs Blackbox Time-To-Fix Ranking. The average ρ for cor-
relations between each educator and the Blackbox data for mistake frequency was
0.358 (3 s.f.). Corrected for continuity [Taylor 1964], this gives a ρ¯t,c = 0.358, so z =
12.9 (3 s.f.) and thus p < 0.001. Since the standard deviation of ρ¯t,c is 0.028 (3 s.f.) [Tay-
lor and Fong 1963] and normality is assumed, the 95% confidence interval is [0.303,
0.412] (3 s.f.). Therefore, there was a statistically significant overall agreement, termed
time-to-fix accord, between educators and the Blackbox data for time-to-fix rankings at
the 5% level, with an average correlation of 0.358. The distribution of time-to-fix accord
scores is shown at the right-hand side of Figure 6. Similar to (but worse than) mistake
frequency, the level of agreement between educators and the student data for
mistake frequency was thus in general low.
7.1.3. Educator Frequency Ranking vs Blackbox Time-To-Fix Ranking. Given that the two
previous accord measures were low, we wondered if the following explanation held.
Educators may only see the mistakes with which students have serious problems. An
educator might not consider many of the syntax errors to be frequent because students
solve them quickly by themselves, and thus an educator with a class of students may
not deal with these errors often. Instead, an educator’s time might be more likely to be
taken up by subtle or difficult errors (such as string equality in Java) which students
struggle with for longer. To test this theory, we correlated the educators’ rankings for
frequency with the Blackbox rankings for time-to-fix.
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Fig. 6. A plot of educator frequency accord (X-axis) against educator time-to-fix accord. It can be seen that
there is no strong relation between the two accords, suggesting that ability to predict mistake frequency is
unrelated to ability to predict time-to-fix. Three data points are omitted from the graph where the accord
was negative. A histogram for each axis is also provided.
The average ρ for correlations between each educator and the Blackbox data for
mistake frequency was 0.317 (3 s.f.). Corrected for continuity [Taylor 1964], this gives
a ρ¯t,c = 0.317, so z = 11.4 (3 s.f.) and thus p < 0.001. Since the standard deviation of ρ¯t,c
is 0.028 (3 s.f.) [Taylor and Fong 1963] and normality is assumed, the 95% confidence
interval is [0.263, 0.372] (3 s.f.). Therefore, there was a statistically significant over-
all agreement, termed accord, between educators frequency rankings and the Black-
box data time-to-fix rankings at the 5% level, with an average correlation of 0.317.
Although it was significant, the correlation between the educators’ frequency
rankings and the Blackbox time-to-fix was worse than the correlation with
Blackbox frequency, which suggests that this theory about how educators
may estimate frequency is not supported.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 7. Graphs showing ranks for educator frequency accord (i.e. their agreement with the Blackbox data)
against ranks for (a) the years they have been an educator, (b) the years they have taught introductory
programming and (c) the years they have taught introductory programming in Java. Ranks are plotted such
that the highest values (and thus lowest ranks) are towards the top or right of the graph. Perfect agreement
would be a diagonal line from bottom-left to top-right; a perfect disagreement would be a diagonal line from
top-left to bottom-right. Note that for (a), only 52 of the 76 educators in our sample answered this question,
whereas all answered for (b) and (c). Rank correlations were insignificant in all three cases.
7.2. Educator and Student Agreement – Frequency And Time-To-Fix Accord
We have examined educators’ frequency accord (i.e. the level of agreement between
educators’ estimates of mistake frequency, and the observed mistake frequency in the
Blackbox data), and also time-to-fix accord (the same, but for estimates/observations of
mistake time-to-fix). We can thus ask the question: are these accords correlated? That
is, does the ability of an educator to predict mistake frequency match their ability to
predict time-to-fix frequency? It seems reasonable that it might. To this end, we again
used Spearman’s ρ. The result was ρ = 0.118, p = 0.309, thus showing no significant
correlation between the two at the 5% level. This can be confirmed by inspection of
Figure 6, which plots the two accord values against each other for each educator. There
is no relation between an educator’s ability to predict mistake frequency and
their ability to predict time-to-fix.
7.3. Educator and Student Agreement – Effect of Experience
To check if educator accord was affected by educators’ experience, we used the following
procedure. As described in the previous sections, we first calculated educator accord,
using Spearman’s ρ as a measure of agreement between each educator’s rankings and
the Blackbox rankings (one correlation per rater). This accord was then correlated
(again with Spearman’s ρ) with the educators’ total years of experience3. A significant
correlation would indicate an effect of experience on educators’ agreement with the
Blackbox data.
Our data contains three measures of an educator’s experience: total years as an
educator, years spent teaching introductory programming, and years spent teaching
introductory programming in Java. The relations between each of the measures of
experience and the frequency accord are plotted in Figure 7. The correlations, using
Spearman’s ρ were non-significant (Years as educator: ρ = −0.179, p = 0.203; Years
teaching intro. prog.: ρ = −0.129, p = 0.268; Years teaching intro. prog. in Java: ρ =
0.017, p = 0.883) with False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction at the 5% level.
3Our use of ρ here means that we do not look for a linear effect of experience (e.g. accuracy increasing
linearly from 5 to 10 to 15 years), but rather: when educators are ordered by experience, does this match
their ordering by accuracy?
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An additional analysis correlating these experience measures with time-to-fix accord
similarly found that the correlations were non-significant (Years as educator: ρ = 0.119,
p = 0.422; Years teaching introductory programming: ρ = 0.104, p = 0.373; Years teach-
ing introductory programming in Java: ρ = 0.165, p = 0.155) with False Discovery
Rate (FDR) correction at the 5% level. There was no effect of experience on an
educator’s ability to predict mistake frequency or time-to-fix.
7.4. Summary Figure
Some of the key patterns in the educator frequency rankings (compared to mistake
frequency in the Blackbox data) are visualised in Figure 8, as explained in the figure
caption.
8. DISCUSSION
8.1. Mistake Frequency and Time-To-Fix
RQ1: What are the frequencies and times-to-fix of a specific set of eighteen student Java
mistakes in a large-scale multi-institution dataset?
RQ2: How do the patterns of these mistakes change over time for each user?
Our results in Table I show that mismatched brackets are the most frequent mis-
take. However, while it is much more frequent (1.8 million) than the next most frequent
mistake (wrong types in method call: 1.0 million), this difference is much closer if we
look at the mistakes using total time-to-fix in the dataset (253 million seconds vs 230
million). We suggest that total time-to-fix (see Figure 1) is a better measure of mistake
severity for judging which mistakes cause the most problems for students.
The one drawback is that mistakes which do not cause a compiler error, and thus can
exist in code for a long time before students spot them, bias the analysis. This problem
with the analysis can either be viewed as an issue with the methodology, or with the
programming tools. If comparing strings with == is always wrong (i.e. using .equals
is always a better idea) – mistake B-strEqSem – then why should it go unhighlighted
by compilers? Similarly, mistake E-smiConSyn (semi-colon after if header) is always
incorrect but is not a compiler error. We would argue that it should be.
Looking at the proportion of mistake frequencies over user lifetime (Figure 2), we
see that students do learn to avoid the mistake of mismatching brackets, and learn to
solve this issue more quickly (Figures 3 and 4). However, we see little or no learning for
the time required to fix other mistakes. This may be because the complexity of the mis-
takes encountered increases as students attempt to write more complex programs as
they progress through their courses. Alternatively, it may be that three to six months
of a school/university course is too short a duration to expect a sizeable learning effect
for semantic errors.
8.2. Inter-Educator Agreement
RQ3: Do educators’ views form a consensus about the frequency and time-to-fix of a
specific set of eighteen Java mistakes by students?
Our implicit expectation when beginning this research was that there would be a
reasonably strong consensus among educators as to the frequency of Java mistakes.
The low level of agreement between educators (for either frequency or time-to-fix) was
a surprise – and even more so, because years of experience (generally, or within Java)
made no apparent difference to the ratings assigned by the educators (see Figure 8 for
a visualisation of these results). This result colours some of the interpretation of the
results regarding an agreement between the educators and Blackbox: if educators do
not agree with one another, it is unlikely that there would be a very strong agreement
between the educators and the Blackbox data.
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One explanation for this lack of agreement is that the educators are all correct, in
their own context: each educator may be correct about their own classroom, but their
opinions do not generalise to other classrooms. Further work would be needed to in-
vestigate this, by getting many educators to tag their own students in the dataset. An-
other explanation for the lack of generalisability is that looking at frequencies of Java
mistakes is the wrong level of abstraction to find common ground among educators.
If educators talked about programming features at a higher level (e.g. the conceptual
difficulties that students have with looping or variables) then we might find more of a
consensus than when looking at specific syntax and semantic mistakes.
8.3. Educator-Student Agreement
RQ4: Do educators’ views of mistake frequency and time-to-fix match the observed fre-
quencies and time-to-fix by students in a large-scale multi-institution dataset?
We looked at several different measures of whether educators’ ratings for frequency
and time-to-fix match with the data in the Blackbox dataset. Given the lack of agree-
ment among educators, it is not surprising that educators do not on average agree well
with the dataset.
A visual inspection of Figure 8 shows the big “hits and misses” from the educators.
Mistake B-strEqSem, the use of == to compare strings, was clearly overrated by most,
as were mistakes J-parCalSyn (forgetting parentheses for a method call) and Q-rtnTyp
(incompatible types when assigning a method call result). Some of these mistakes are
relative to the use of the underlying constructs: if students wrote fewer method calls
than educators expected, this would explain the lower frequency of mistakes in mak-
ing method calls. Similarly, the frequency of mistake R-impSem (not implementing
all methods from an interface) will depend heavily on the frequency with which the
sampled students implement interfaces (a relatively advanced feature for novices).
Surprised by the lack of agreement between educators and the dataset, we formed
an additional hypothesis: perhaps the educators were predicting frequency based on
the mistakes which they saw students spent a long time on. If this were the case,
we would expect to see a relationship between the frequency prediction of educators,
and the time-to-fix of the students. However, performing an additional analysis showed
that this relation was even weaker than the correlations between educators’ frequency
predictions and student mistake frequency, or the same for time-to-fix. Thus, we dis-
counted this alternative explanation.
The mistakes in this study were automatically detected using a set of tools. If the
tools were not sufficiently accurate in picking up mistakes, this could have affected our
measure of educator accord. To this end, we have made the source code available (see
section 4) in case further investigation is warranted. As well as the tool, the choice of
mistakes has an effect on educator accord. Looking at Table I, it is clear that some of
the mistakes (especially L-cmpSyn, F-forSepSyn, H-keySyn and G-curIfSyn) are par-
ticularly low frequency, in contrast to the aim of Hristova et al. [2003] to find the most
common errors. Figure 8 confirms that, especially for G-curIfSyn, educators predicted
these low-frequency items consistently – if G-curIfSyn were excluded from the analy-
sis, educator accord would reduce. A more principled search for the top mistakes, and
accurate classifiers for these, may provide a better picture of educator accord, but this
may decrease educator accord rather than increase it. Educators seem to be accurate
at identifying rare mistakes as rare but not at comparing higher frequency mistakes
to one another – although it could be said that the former is more important than the
latter.
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8.4. Effect of Experience
RQ5: Are more experienced educators’ views more likely to match the students’ data
than those of novice educators?
Our analysis, depicted visually in Figure 7, found that there was no effect of edu-
cator experience (as measured by years as an educator, years teaching introductory
programming in any language, or years teaching introductory programming in Java)
on educator accord. That is: no matter how many years the educator had been teaching,
it had no effect on their accuracy in predicting the frequencies or time-to-fix for mis-
takes in the Blackbox student data. This is a very surprising result. Our expectation
had been that experience would surely provide some sort of increase to accuracy.
If one assumes that educator experience must make a difference to educator efficacy,
then this would imply that ranking student mistakes is therefore unrelated to educator
efficacy. However, work from Sadler et al. [2013] in physics found that “a teacher’s
ability to identify students’ most common wrong answer on multiple-choice items...
is an additional measure of science teacher competence.” While picking answers to a
multiple choice question is not exactly the same as programming mistakes, there is a
conflict here – either the Sadler et al. result does not transfer and ranking common
student mistakes is not a measure of programming teacher competence, or experience
has no effect on teacher competence. The first option seems more likely.
9. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated educators’ opinions about the frequency and time-to-fix of eighteen
Java mistakes among programming novices. Our first finding was that educators have
only a weak consensus about these frequencies and times-to-fix. It remains possible
that these frequencies and times are contextual, and thus each educator is correct for
their own students. Regardless, this suggests that in cases where educators communi-
cate with one another (e.g. via online communities, or when writing textbooks), talking
about which mistakes students make or get stuck on will not provide much agreement.
Our further result that educators are not very accurate compared to a large dataset
of students suggests that educators are also not accurate about the frequencies of these
mistakes, so any claims that “students always make mistake X” are unlikely to be
accurate. This may just mean that a different level of discourse is required: educators
may still be accurate about the cause of mistakes and student’s conceptions of the
mistakes, but just not about the frequency and time-to-fix of such mistakes.
Our most surprising result was that an educator’s level of experience (as measured
by years as an educator, years teaching introductory programming in any language,
or years teaching introductory programming in Java) had no effect on how closely the
educator’s frequency rankings agreed with those from the Blackbox data. A strong in-
terpretation of this result would be that experience has little effect on educator efficacy.
However, it must be remembered that this task (ranking mistakes by frequency and
time-to-fix) is not necessarily aligned with educator efficacy – this result only shows
that experience has no effect on ranking mistake frequency and time-to-fix. Instead,
this result may indicate that such a task is therefore not representative of educator
efficacy (which we would expect to increase with experience).
Another surprising result is that our data shows little learning effect over the course
of the three to six months for which most users are present in the data. The time spent
to fix mismatched brackets reduces, but we see no such consistent effect for other mis-
takes. For some mistakes (e.g. incorrect types) this may be because the programs being
written are increasingly complex, which counterbalances any learning effect. How-
ever, some mistakes (e.g. getting the assignment operator wrong, comparing strings
correctly) are surely unrelated to program complexity, yet still show no learning effect.
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9.1. Future Work
One drawback of the Blackbox dataset is that it comes with no contextual information:
no demographic information on the individual user and no definite information on
each user’s aim. Additionally, we cannot tally individual educators against their own
students in the dataset as it stands. This is the trade-off made in achieving such large-
scale data collection. However, the Blackbox project also supports local data collection,
which can be matched against other collected information such as course grades or
prior programming experience. We believe that studies such as this one, highlighting
interesting overall global trends in the data can provide a launchpad for further, lo-
calised studies which look in more detail at some of the effects we have found, such as
the lack of learning effect in the time-to-fix, or matching educator’s opinions against
their own classes.
For the work presented here, we chose a single set of mistakes based on work by
Hristova et al. [2003]. Although that work was aiming to find the most frequent Java
mistakes, our results here suggest that several of the mistakes were quite infrequent.
Future work, such as that begun by our colleagues, McCall and Ko¨lling [2014], could
construct error classifications using the Blackbox data, or at least validate frequency
claims using the Blackbox data.
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